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The purpose of this study was to examine the question as to
which channel, oral or written, would be the most effective in
terms of the fidelity of communication in the serial reproduc
tion of information. Based on previous findings, it was
hypothesized that the use of oral channels would result in
greater task "completion," and that the use of written channels
would result in greater task "discrimination." Additional
hypotheses were formulated involving the differences between
positions in the serial reproduction chain on measurements of
completion and discrimination under conditions designed to
result in minimum information loss (a replication of previous
research).
Chains of six subjects passed a message concerning a design
on a pegboard matrix from one to another. Each subject in turn
listened to or read the message, reproduced it (on a tape
recorder or in writing), and attempted to produce the design
on the pegboard. Completion and discrimination was measured
by the extent to which he accurately reproduced the design
that had been described. The Mann-Whitney U test and the
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance were used to
evaluate the hypotheses in view of the data from the pegboard.
The main conclusions and implications of the experiment were
the following. There were no significant differences between
oral and written channels as they affected subjects' task
completion or discrimination scores. The implication was that
there is a difference in the results of measuring communication
effectiveness by comparing reproductions of a message and by
comparing task performances that are results of communication.
Written channels seemed to interact differently with the serial
reproduction process than did oral channels. Task completion
scores resulting from communication gradually decreased through
the serial reproduction chains. Discrimination scores taken
when subjects thought they had completed a task generally re
mained at a fairly high level through the chain, and task
discrimination scores generally decreased through the chain
when the source of the message required a certain level of task
completion on the part of the receiver of the message.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Human communication systems can be categorized in
various ways.

For example,' people are sometimes described

as interacting in dyads (such as in a two-person interview),
in small groups, or in audience situations.

A possible

communication system or sub-system might be what has been
termed by Bartlett (1932) as the "method of serial reproduc
tion," or, in simpler language, person-to-person-to-person
communication.

A chief concern of communicologists in inves

tigating the phenomenon of serial reproduction is to find
ways in which the fidelity of communication can be main
tained as information passes from one person to another.
Part of that investigation is to study the effect of trans
mitting information through various channels.
Statement

of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to attempt to determine
whether oral or written channels would be the more effective
in terms of the fidelity of communication in the serial repro
duction of information.

The examination of this question made

possible the replication of previous research (Brissey, 1964)
involving serial reproduction under conditions designed to
result in minimum information loss,
1
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Importance of the Problem
This investigation of oral and written channels in
the serial reproduction of information has significance in
those areas in which serial reproduction of information
typically takes place, such as in organizational communi
cation, or in the spread of rumors in other interpersonal
communication situations.

As Haney has observed:

An appreciable amount of the communication which
occurs in business, industry, hospitals, military
units, government agencies--in short, in chain
of command organizations--consists of serial
transmissions (1964, p. 13).
In a review of the empirically based literature on organi
zational communication, Redding lists the study of “serial
transmission (i.e., the unique effects of transmitting mes
sages through a number of 'relay points' in the organiza
tional structure, performed under a wide variety of situ
ations and patterns)" as one of twelve concepts that he
considers to be "those kinds of concepts that 'get. below the
surface of communication behavior and therefore promise to
yield a maximum harvest of really significant findings"
(1966, pp. 74-75),

While the present study was performed

in the laboratory rather than the field, it is hoped that
the findings might have heuristic value for field studies
like those proposed by Redding.

At the same time, it is

recognized that the findings are not directly generalizable
to organizational settings.
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Conversely, it was felt that data about the serial
reproduction of information might also be a helpful addi
tion to that body of research that has concerned itself
with comparisons of channels or media.
stated*

As Hovland has

", . . further work is needed to define the condi

tions under which one or the other Coral or writterO is
superior" (Hovland, 1954, p. 1082),

This experiment helps

to answer the general question suggested by Hovland in that
it compared the two channels in the serial reproduction of
information.

The nature of the serial reproduction process

seems to make it particularly effective in investigating
oral and written channels; a much

larger sample of messages

composed by a large number of people is involved.

Because

a given message changes from one person to another in a
chain, and thus, many different messages actually are used
by the persons in the study, serial reproduction studies
are not as plagued with the problem of being isolated
instances as would be studies using just one form of a par
ticular medium.

This advantage is increased by the fact

that after the first subject, the messages used are actually
composed by the subjects, thus making them more apt to sim
ulate real life conditions in the laboratory.

One possible

limitation of the present study is that the messages were
limited to a description of one particular non-verbal event
(a design on a pegboard apparatus), but this fact seems to
be one step removed from the previous problem of experiments
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using one form of one message to describe one non-verbal
event.
The present study, although it was centrally con
cerned with a comparison of oral and written channels in
the serial reproduction of information, was also in a unique
position to replicate a serial reproduction study reported
by Brissey (1964), and to compare the results of the two
studies.

Most of the same procedures and the same instru

ments, and, thus, the same initial non-verbal stimulus
event, were used.

The primary differences in the procedures

between the present study and the Brissey study were these:
(l) The present study attempted to compare oral and written
channels, which the Brissey study did not doj Brissey used
only oral reproduction,

(2) There were six subjects in each

chain in order to facilitate the pooling of groups of sub
jects for analysis purposes; Brissey used chains of five.
Finally, the present study was viewed as the next
logical step in serial reproduction research following the
work of Brissey (1961) and Stadstad (1969).

In Brissey's

original experiment, written reproduction was used;
Stadstad's replication of his experiment used oral repro
duction and similar results were obtained.

In the present

experiment, the two channels, oral and written, were com
pared,

Such a comparison had been previously suggested by

Stadstad (1969, p. 53).
This experiment, then, derived its significance from
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four factors:

(1) It suggested research questions, antici

pating future field studies using the method of serial repro
duction to investigate hypotheses concerning communication
in organizations and analysis of rumor transmission,

(2) In

answering the question of which is the more effective channel
for the communication of information in a specific instance
of serial reproduction, the study added data and suggested a
modification of tentative conclusions obtained from previous
experiments comparing the two channels,

(3) It replicated

Brissey's (1964) experiment investigating the serial repro
duction of information, and (4) since serial reproduction
had been examined under both oral and written channel con
ditions, a comparison seemed to be the next logical step in
extending the research done in this area.
Review of the Literature
Research on the Serial Reproduction
of Information 1
Other than some early research on retention and. per
ception that is summarized by Whipple (1909), the first
experiments on the serial reproduction of information and

1-Much research relevant to serial reproduction has
been completed. Some of these studies have been concerned
with rumor transmission (Allport and Postman, 1947; Festinger
et, a l , , 1948; Festinger, Schachter, and Back, 1950; Schall,
Levy, and Tresselt, 1950; Back et, a l , , 1950; Schachter and
Burdick, 1955; and Rollins and Charters, 1965), organiza
tional communication (Davis, 1953a, 1953b; Walton, 1959; and
Haney, 1964), information theory (Campbell, 195.8), the pro
cess of abstraction (Johnson and Wood, 1944), and-, some with
serial reproduction in and of itself (e.g., Bartlett, 1932;
Tresselt and Spragg, 1941; Higham, 1951; Brissey, 1961,
1964; and Stadstad, 1969),
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those most relevant to the present study were performed by
Bartlett (1932).

Bartlett's procedure was to have chains of

up to twenty subjects reproduce folk tales, argumentative
prose passages, and line drawings; he then studied the tran
script or drawing of each subject and noted the changes that
occurred from one subject to another.

Among his findings

with respect to verbal reproductions were the following*
details were usually grouped around a central idea, and
those that didn't fit into this grouping were dropped out
(omission and simplification), certain elements became dom
inant and were retained, isolated items were sometimes
changed to conform to a central idea (rationalization), and
the changes and loss of important information tended gener
ally to be quite radical.
Tresselt and Spragg (1941) studied the variations in
serial reproduction and the effect of a "mental set" on
reproductions; they also summarized results of studies per
formed during the 1920's and 30's, coming to most of the
same conclusions as Bartlett regarding the reproduction of
prose passages and verbally perceived forms.

Tresselt and

Spragg reported the results of three different experiments
that they conducted.

Their findings on the variations of

reproductions from the original parallel those of Bartlett.
In another experiment, they introduced a "mental set" by
having the subjects read a passage on a particular topic;
then they read a "test passage" containing information about
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this topic and another topic.

After reading the test pas

sage containing information on both topics, subjects were
told to write a reproduction of the "test passage,"

These

reproductions were compared to those of a control group which
had read "mental set material" on the other topic contained
in the "test passage."

In their reproductions of the "test

passages," subjects included more information about their
particular topic than the other subjects included about that
topic.

Also, subjects introjected material from the "mental

set passage" in their attempted reproduction of the "test
passage,"

It would appear from Tresselt and Spragg’s

research that one way to enhance communication in serial
reproduction situations is to introduce a mental set regard
ing information that is to be remembered prior to the presen
tation of the message to be reproduced.
Allport and Postman (1947) used the method of serial
reproduction to study rumor transmission.
ings were these:

Among their find

(l) "The number of details retained declines

most sharply at the beginning of the series of reproductions.
The number continues to decline, more slowly, throughout
the experiment" (p. 75).

(2) Leveling (omission) did not

result in the total elimination of the message.

After

the information, through leveling, was reduced to a sen
tence or two, the information was passed on mainly through
rote memory (pp. 80-81).

(3) Sharpening,

. . the se

lective perception, retention, and reporting of a limited
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number of details from a larger context" (p, 86) was one
phenomenon of the serial reproduction distortion process.
Sharpening, as Allport and Postman used it, included the
rationalization of an unfamiliar message to make it more
meaningful to the recipient, closure when closure did not
exist in the original message, and the recall of odd
phrasing.

(4) Assimilation, or the adding to, or changing

of, information to conform to associations that come about
as the result of the intellectual and emotional state of
mind of the recipient, became, for Allport and Postman the
third (along with leveling and sharpening) part of a con
sistent pattern that exists in rumor transmission.
Higham (1951) used the traditional laboratory method
of serial reproduction in an experiment involving three
different stories, one of which he considered to be egoinvolving since it dealt with the subjects and their instruc
tors,

The results were generally consistent with those

summarized by Allport and Postman (1947).

He found that

leveling was greatest in the first three reproductions and
tended to remain fairly stable throughout the chain; the
message was usually so small at that point that it was often
repeated by rote memory.

He was also able to fit his results

into the three part pattern of distortion that had been
discovered:

leveling, sharpening, and assimilation.

The

results differed with previous research in two respects:
(1) he did not find the omission of proper names that
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occurred in the experiments of Bartlett (1932) and Allport
and Postman (1947), and (2) he observed that the amount of
leveling depended to a large extent on the type of material
used, and more specificallly, whether or not it seemed
important or ego-involving to the recipient.

Far fewer

"details" were dropped out of the ego-involving story than
in two of the other three (the difference was statistically
significant at the ,01 level for one story and the .05 level
when compared to the other story).

While there was no signi

ficant difference between the third story and the egoinvolving story, the author indicated that the most likely
explanation was that there were fewer details in the third
story, and therefore, less opportunity for leveling.
In Haney’s (1964) experiments, sixty-five percent
of the "significant details" in a prose passage had been
omitted by the time the message got to the fifth person in
a five-person chain.

The main part of Haney’s article

consisted of a discussion of reasons and corrections for the
omission, alteration, and addition that takes place during
serial reproduction.

He attributed the error to three

motives of the conveyors of messages (the desire for simpli
fication, the desire to make the message "sensible," and the
desire to make the message as "pleasant and/or painless as
possible for the conveyor") and to two assumptions of the
conveyors of messages ("that words are used in only one way,"
and "that inferences are always distinguishable from
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observations").

In addition, Haney suggested ten correctives

for the person in a serial reproduction chain that would
probably improve the communication.
The two studies by Brissey (1961, 1964) and the one
by Stadstad (1969) upon which the present study is most
directly based, tend to reject the null hypothesis that
there would be no significant difference in the degree to
which members of a five-person chain are well-informed,
Brissey's first serial reproduction study sought to examine
whether or not the creation of a "relevance set" would
allow the retention of important details in a serial trans
mission chain to remain fairly constant from one person to
the next,

"Relevance set” meant that before writing the

messages to be read by the following subject in the chain,
each of the subjects was given a common set of instructions
regarding the writing of the reports.

On the basis of these

instructions, a post-test was constructed with true and
false items concerning details about the original stimulus
event.

"The number of true test items correct, incorrect, and

omitted was assumed to represent the relative degree to which
a subject was informed, misinformed, and uninformed respec
tively" (Brissey, 1961, p, 214).

Among his results were

the findings (l) that the nul1-hypothesis was rejected, (2)
that there were definite differences in the reports of the
various levels In the chain, (3) that there was a tendency
to lose relevant information from one person to another in
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a chain, (4) that each group tended to be more informed than
misinformed, and (5) that ", . . the mean relevance values of
the information possessed by each of the groups indicate that
the degree of importance of the information received . . ,
is nearly equal and moderately high for all groups except
the first” (Brissey, 1961, p, 217).

Stadstad’s experiment

was a replication of Brissey's using oral instead of written
reports from one to another in the chain? the same original
stimulus event, procedures, etc., were used,

Stadstad found

results similar to those of Brissey,
On this graph the findings of F, L, Brissey's study
are also shown. There is a striking resemblance
between the findings of these two studies. The
curves are very similar, being nearly parallel for
the informed and misinformed categories,
Brissey's
total scores rise somewhat higher, however, in the
uninformed category (Stadstad, 1969, p. 42),
Like Brissey, Stadstad concluded that the introduction of a
relevance set was one way of improving the accuracy of the
communication in serial reproduction experiments.

The main

effect of Stadstad's experiment seemed to be to indicate
that this advantage of the use of a relevance set seemed to
hold true for oral as well as written communication,

A

related concern would seem to be whether or not one of the
methods of reproduction of information was more effective.
This issue was not directly taken up by Stadstad, but seemed
to be implied in one of his recommendations for further
research.

He suggested that:
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During this study, the parallel results of the study
of F, L, Brissey have been apparent . . . .
The
present experiment made use of oral transmission of
messages while the former investigation used written
transmission, A statistical comparison of these two
studies would prove of interest to those interested
in communication theory (Stadstad, 1969, p. 53),
The present study, while not following Stadstad's recommenda
tion precisely, in part accomplishes the general goals
suggested by examining oral and written channels in the
same experiment and making a statistical comparison between
the groups using the two different channels.
Following his original study, Brissey developed some
techniques for the study of communication and indicated that
one of the uses of his technique could be the experimental
examination of various aspects of the serial reproduction
process.

In a technical report of his findings, Brissey

(1964) detailed the procedures and instruments that he used.
The methodological features that Brissey’s instrument was
designed to contain (and, to the extent that these goals
were reached, they are also advantages of using the instru
ment to study communication) are theses
1) The use of a non-verbal initial event with respect
to which messages may be encoded, transmitted, received,
and decoded,
2) The initial event should be subject to systematic
variation from one investigation to another to insure
uniqueness and, thereby, the control of experimental
error associated with extraneous information.
3) The event should be sufficiently unique to preclude
the interaction of information derived from extraexperimental knowledge.
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4) In any one investigation the initial event should
lend itself to precise reproduction for the purpose
of comparing factors such as message content with the
actual event*
5) A suitable operational procedure is required for
assessing the degree to which the transmitter and
receiver are "informed" about the event in question.
6) In general, the procedures should provide for the
introduction and systematic manipulation of conditions
which may be hypothesized to influence the communi
cation process at any selected phase (1964, p. 2),
A pegboard apparatus
holes

consisting of a matrix with sixteen

on a side (fora total of 256 holes in the pegboard)

was designed to meet the above six requirements.

The effec

tiveness of communication can thus be gauged by the extent
to which a subject places pegs in the right holes based on
his instructions from another subject (1964, p, 5).

Brissey

reported experiments conducted using the apparatus concerning
situational feedback, transmitter mastery (effects of the
extent to which a transmitter is informed), communication
set, transmission time, and serial reproduction.

Brissey

also reported improvements that he made with the instrument
(1964, pp. 38-40) and suggested further refinements (1964,
p. 70).

Of importance to the present study is his construc

tion and examination of a model message.

This message,

which was designed to communicate as effectively as possible
a particular pegboard design to subjects, was shown to result
in significantly better "completion" and "discrimination" on
the part of subjects than the feedback alone condition
(in which a template placed under the pegboard provided
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information as to whether or not pegs placed in the peg
board had been placed in the correct holes).

This model

message is then used in other experiments to instruct a
subject about the design that he is supposed to produce on
the pegboard without showing him the completed design.
Also of obvious importance to the present study is the
experiment conducted by Brissey on the serial reproduction
of information.

As Brissey indicated*

. . . the study was designed to provide an estimate
of the serial reproduction loss function under the
following conditions*
(a) the use of an initial
message of known high adequacy,
(b) a common
relevance-set for all participants,
(c) a common
message-set for all participants,
(d) minimum time
delay between receiving a message and re-transmitting
its information, and (e) a relatively unrestricted
re-transmission condition.
It was hypothesized that
under these conditions, and for the specific experi
mental procedures employed, all the members of a
five-position chain would be equally well-informed
(Brissey, 1964, p. 58),
The message used was reproduced orally (on a tape-recorder)
by each person in five-person chains.

Scores were obtained

for completion (a ratio of pegs placed in the display to
the total number constituting the display (N=73), and for
discrimination (a ratio of the pegs placed in the display
to the total number placed in the matrix)."

The members of

the groups (each group represents one level in the chain)
were tested twice, once when the subjects indicated that
they thought they had finished the display and once when
the experimenter indicated that they had completed the
display (1964, p. 60).

Brissey found that Group 1 (the
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first level in the chain) performed more effectively with
regard to both the completion and discrimination measurements
than any of the other groups.

Under the condition in which

the subject indicated that he had completed the task, there
was a decreasing completion ratio through the first four
groups and an increase (though not a significant one) with
respect to the fifth group.

This increase in completion at

the fifth level led Brissey to speculate that when the
adequacy of the message is low, task completion is maximized
at the expense of task discrimination.

In regard to dis

crimination after Group 1, there was no significant differ
ence (a consistently high performance) throughout the
remaining four groups.

With respect to the condition in

which the subjects kept working until the experimenter
indicated that the subjects had placed pegs in all the
correct holes, there was a decrease in discrimination scores
throughout all five groups.

Brissey suggested that this

difference between discrimination scores at the two different
measurement points (once when the subject indicates that he
is through and once when the experimenter indicates that he
has completed the task) may be reason to differentiate be
tween communication systems that allow task termination to
be the decision of the receiver of the message and those
that do not (Brissey, 1964, pp. 67-71),
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Research on Oral and Written Channels
While a comparison of oral and written channels in
the serial reproduction of information has not previously
been made, a number of studies have been performed concern
ing these channels in other contexts,

Because they seem

most relevant to the present research goals, those comparisons
of the retention of messages reproduced through the two
channels will be reviewed herei thus, that research by
Knower (1935, 1936), McGinnies (1965), Wilke (1934), and
others that has dealt primarily with attitude change and
persuasion will not be directly considered below.
Comparisons of oral and written channels often yield
contradictory results, an indication that there are variables
interacting with the two channels that affect whether the one
or the other will yield the most complete and accurate
communication in a given situation.

An early interpretation

of these differences was made by Cantril and Allport based
upon the research of Carver:
If other conditions are kept constant, the mental
functions of recognition, verbatim recall, and sug
gestibility seem more effectively aroused in listen
ing; whereas critical attitudes and discriminative
comprehension are favored by reading (1935, p, 159).
It is difficult to predict the effectiveness of communication
that would result from using one or the other channel in a
serial reproduction situation based on this conclusion of
Cantril and Allport.

Perhaps if there were a significant

amount of verbatim recall and recognition involved, oral
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reproduction would be most effective; on the other hand,
"discriminative comprehension," if present, would tend to
dictate that one ought to use the written mode,
Further explanation of the important variables involved
was provided by Day and Beach (1950) in a review of the lit
erature of the aural and visual modalities (channels).

The

research goal was to discover which modality resulted in
better understanding on the part of recipients and under
what circumstances one modality is superior to the other.
In order to answer this question the researchers reviewed
those previous studies that had compared the two modalities
using five different kinds of material (nonsense syllables,
digits, discrete words, meaningful prose, and advertising
copy), attempted to designate under what circumstances one
or the other modality seemed most effective based on that
research, and constructed a five-category variable classi
fication system to aid further research.
clusions were these:

Among their con

(1) With meaningful, familiar material

oral channels are more efficient; with meaningful, unfam
iliar material, written channels are more efficient,

(2)

Higher intelligence and reading ability of subjects corre
lates with ability to use the written modality effectively,
(3) The more difficult the material, the more effective the
written modality as compared to the oral; with easy material,
oral transmission works best.

(4) Oral recall fares better

with the passage of time than does visual.

(5) Organized,
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related material fares better with oral channels, unrelated
material seems to be recalled better with visual channels,
(6) If the measure of effectiveness is the ease of learning,
visual transmission is more effective; if the measure is re
tention, orally transmitted material is generally more effec
tive,

Day and Beach suggested that the particular modalities

under consideration be tested in the type of environment in
which they would normally be used, before a decision is made
about which channel to use in a given situation.

The variable

classification system that they devised considers five cate
gories*

(1) type of material, (2) characteristics of the

human receiver (age, training, general background, etc.),
(3) method of presentation of material,

(4) measure of

intelligibility of material, and (5) conditions of reception
of the material (extent of noise, interference, etc,).
Hoviand's (1954, p, 1082) conclusion is consistent
with that of Day and Beach*
The majority of the studies have found higher re
tention of simple material when it is presented
orally rather than visually.
Almost all show that
the combination of visual and auditory presentation
is more effective than either alone.
But further
work is needed to define the conditions under which
one or the other is superior,
Dahle's (1954) study is unique in that it investigates
the differences in oral and written channels in a field experi
ment.

More precisely, Dahle conducted three experiments, de

signed, in part, to discover which of five different methods
of transmitting information were the most and least effective.
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The five methods were oral only, written only, oral and
written together, bulletin board, and grapevine.

Most of

the methods were examined in each of three different settings t
educational, business, and industrial.

In each case, there

was a significant difference in the post-test scores of
subjects to whom the information was presented orally and
to whom the information was presented in written form, the
oral method being the more effective.

The oral only method

was second in effectiveness to the oral and written method
in two cases, and was not significantly different from it
in the third.

The fact that the written method in the

investigation consisted of making copies of the information
available to the subjects, with no guarantee that the
subject would be actually exposed to the information, may
have influenced the outcome in favor of the oral method,
but that is probably the way written information is usually
passed on in the actual organizational situation, so the
method should not be discounted.

Although serial repro

duction was undoubtedly operating in this study (the control
condition included a grapevine type of communication that
was assumed to be operating in the experimental groups too),
all of the subjects tested were given direct access to the
original information? thus, it is not safe to generalize
that results of this study to cases involving serial repro
duction of information.
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Horowitz and his colleagues reported a number of stud
ies on writing and speaking, listening and reading,

Horowitz

and Newman (1964) reported an experimental analysis in which
they discovered that spoken expression produces more material
(word and ideas) than written expression,

Speaking is also

more repetitious and produces more irrelevancies,

Horowitz

and Berkowitz (1964) found that as the facility of writing
is increased, the writing mode approaches, but does not reach
the productivity of spoken expression.

In other words, they

found that significantly more ideas and words were produced
by subjects using stenotype machines than by those using type
writers, and that those using typewriters were significantly
more productive than those using script.
cated s

As the authors indi

"As facility increases (and muscular involvement

decreases), productivity increases" (p, 624),

Other explana

tions that were presented for the superiority of oral expres
sion were its earlier ontogenetic development and more practice
with it.

These studies indicate that the oral mode is more

productive, if not more discriminating than the written.
Horowitz and Berkowitz (1967) next investigated both
the encoding and decoding of messages in the oral and written
channels in an experimental investigation of listening and
reading, speaking and writing.

The experiment is strikingly

applicable to the present endeavor in that they called upon
previous research on remembering and serial reproduction
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in formulating the procedures for the experiment.

They used

a folk tale that had previously been used by Bartlett (1932)
in order to compare the effectiveness of the two channels.
The reproductions were analyzed in terms of the cognitive
and linguistic indices that had been developed in previous
research,

In addition, the folk tale was divided into 62

meaningful cognitive units, which were defined as "the
smallest organized, meaningful *bit' of information that
conveyed a sense of action, or pointed to a person or thing,
that could stand alone but was not necessarily a complete
thought or sentence* (1967, p, 210),

The time spent in

speaking or writing was controlled, and each subject was
allowed to read through or listen to the reproduction twice.
Subjects who listened, presented more material and ideas,
had fewer omissions, were rated higher in overall conformance
to the original, but produced more material and ideas, less
diversity of expression, but more addition than readers.

It

would appear from these results that the oral channel is more
effective in getting more of the information to a recipient,
but that the written channel is superior in terms of distort
ing less and adding less irrelevant material.
Later, Horowitz (1968) defined three types of complex
ity of material and studied the differences in listening and
reading based on different combinations of these three types.
If material is complex lexically, it is "composed of words
which are less familiar to the subject.

A syntactically
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complex prose passage has compound subjects and predicates
and subordinate

phrases or independent clauses,

or

is complex

"because of its

involved and unusual grammar," To be complex

ideologically a

passage must have an "underlying thema or

ideas" that are

"abstruse or unfamiliar" (1968, p, 41).

Horowitz came to the conclusion that listening more closely
approximates the natural thought process than does reading.
These results were listed:

(l) Generally, listeners have

a higher cognitive and linguistic productivity (based on the
same indices that he used in previous studies) than do readers.
(2) For the passage that was complex lexically and syntacti
cally, this finding was reversed.

(3) Listeners always had

more distortion, but (4) listeners had fewer omissions.
(5) Listeners generally produce a larger body of materials,
more signals, and more ideas,

(6) Listeners were rated

more faithful to the original passage,

(7) In all cases,

when a subject crossed over to another channel (for example,
he might have listened to the message and then wrote it,
or vice versa), he showed reduced productivity, (8) increased
omissions, (9) and reduced ratings on faithfulness to the
original passage,

(10) "Those who spoke produced more

material than those who wrote" (pp. 43-44).

In sum, this

study produced findings that were consistent with previously
published findings, but added the finding that with certain
combinations of complex material, the written mode might be
more effective than the oral.
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Hsia (1968a) investigated the effectiveness of audio
(A), visual (V), and audio-visual (AV) presentations.

He

argued that Broadbent*s conception of "a single communication
channel" as preferable to multiple channels in order to pre
vent jamming (if the two arrive at the central nervous system
at the same time) is inadequate.

He believed that ". • • where

between-channel redundancy reaches unity,
jamming can hardly occur."

, , • information

These formulations were disputed

by Jester (1968) who was answered by Hsia (1968b),
tradiction in theories remains largely unsolved,

The con
Hsia also

suggested that previous contradictory findings on the relative
efficiency of A, V, and AV "are perhaps attributable in large
part to the failure to differentiate error (error of projec
tion) and equivocation (error of omission)" (p. 341),

Seventh

grade subjects were presented English poetry for stimulus
messages.

The poetry was presented in both scrambled and

naturally sequentially redundant forms, under both noise and
no-noise conditions, in A, V, and AV channels.
superior to the other two in each cases

The AV was

it produced less

error and equivocation, and more recalled information} this
finding is obviously consistent with Hsia's theorizing
regarding multi-channel presentations,

A was superior to

V in that it produced less equivocation, but inferior in
that it produced more error.

There was no significant differ

ence between A and V in recalled information.

The effect of

noise was least in the AV channel and most in the A; A also
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fared least well when the poems were scrambled, and V was
superior to even the AV in this respect.

Regarding past

comparisons of audio and visual channels, Hsia makes a rather
significant statements
The controversy over A or V superiority seems to have
been solved; neither is significantly better than the
.
other in terms of recalled information............
The nonsignificance found between A and V in recalled
information had partly answered the argument over which
channel is better.
It seems to be clear that all past
studies favoring one channel or modality over the
other were probably the result of nondifferentiation
of error (error of projection) and equivocation (error
of omission)
(Hsia, 1968, p. 341),
Apparently in this same vein, Hsia found that A was superior
to V in communication efficiency (a ratio of recalled infor
mation over input), and V was superior to A in terms of
communication dependability (a ratio of recalled information
over output information).

The author stated that*

Where the A had a higher efficiency rate than the V,
the V had a higher dependability rate than the A; in
other words, the V lost more information than the A,
and the A committed more errors than the V,
If no
distinction had been made between equivocation and
error, no significant difference between the A and V
would have been detected (pp. 342-344),
It should be noted that Hsia*s formulations of "communication
efficiency” and "communication dependability" correspond
closely with Brissey’s (1964) "completion" and "discrimination"
respectively.

In terms of the pegboard apparatus developed

by Brissey and discussed above, efficiency would be a ratio
of pegs placed correctly in the design over the number of
pegs in the entire design (which ratio Brissey terms
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"completion"), and dependability would be a ratio of the number
of those pegs placed correctly in the design over the number
of all the pegs that were placed in the pegboard (which Brissey
terms "discrimination"),
Research Hypotheses
The specific hypotheses that were investigated in this
study were stated to conform to previous research findings.
Hypotheses 1 and 2 were thought to conform to research find
ings of Horowitz and Berkowitz (1967), Horowitz (1968), and
Hsia (1968),

Hypotheses 3, 4, 5, and 6 are restatements of

the results obtained by Brissey (1964).

These hypotheses

were examined with respect to all chains, those using oral
channels, and those using written channels.
The specific hypotheses for this study were:
Under conditions designed to result in minimum infor
mation loss in the serial reproduction of information
and from a comparison of six-person chains:
(1) Chains using oral channels will score signifi
cantly higher on a measurement of the completion of
a given task than will chains using written channels.
(2) Chains using written channels will score signifi
cantly higher on measurements (at both the S and E
signal conditions) of the discrimination shown in
performing a given task than will chains using oral
channels.
(3) There will be a significant difference among the
scores on task completion and among the scores on
task discrimination of six people engaged in serial
reproduction.
(4) There will be a decreasing score on a measurement
of the completion of a given task for each of the
first four people in a chain with a significant dif
ference between the first person and all others and
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and between the second person and the fourth} also,
the fifth person will score higher than the fourth,
(5) The first person in the chain will have a signifi
cantly higher score on task discrimination at the Ssignal condition than all the other people, and there
will be no significant difference in the scores of the
second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth persons,
(6) There will be a decreasing score on task discrim
ination at the E-signal condition through all six
people in the chain and a significant difference be
tween the scores of the first person and all others;
the second person will score significantly higher than
both the fourth and the fifth.
The third person will
score significantly higher than the fifth.
Definitions
Certain terms have specialized meanings in this study.
Those commonly referred to include the following*
Serial reproduction of information.
The process in which the first subject in a series of
subjects is presented with stimulus material, , , ,,
and later required to reproduce the material in the
absence of the original. The first subject's repro
duction is then used as stimulus material for the
second subject, and so on (Stadstad, 1969, pp, 9-10),
Chain. -- The people in a single series engaged in
serial reproduction.

In the present experiment there were

six people in each serial reproduction chain.
Completion. -- A ratio of the number of pegs placed
in the correct design on the pegboard to the total number of
holes in the design.
Discrimination. -- A ratio of the pegs placed in the
correct display on the pegboard to the total number of holes
in the pegboard.
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S-signal condition. -- The evaluation time following
the subject's indication that, in his judgment, the display
is complete.
E-signal condition. -- The evaluation time following
the experimenter's announcement to the subject that there
are pegs in all the holes constituting the design.

The E-

signal condition follows the S-signal condition.
Conditions designed to result in minimum information
loss.
. , , (a) the use of an initial message of known high
adequacy, (b) a common relevance-set for all partici
pants, (c) a common message set for all participants,
(d) minimum time delay between receiving a message
and re-transmitting its information, and (e) a rela
tively unrestricted re-transmission condition
(Brissey, 1964, pp. 57-58),
Relevance set. -- "A focus upon certain aspects of the
communication process attained by specific directions to sub
jects to look for certain kinds of information" (Stadstad,
1969, p, 11),

In the present study, the relevance set used

was "Now we are ready for the first part of the experiment.
In the first part you are to listen to Cor read) a message
describing in detail how to place the pegs in the board in
a particular arrangement" (Brissey, 1964, p, 59),
Message set.

, , experimental instructions which

warn a transmitter that he will have to record a description
of the experimental task" (Brissey, 1964, p. 42),

In the

present instance, the message set was the instructions!

"As

you listen to the message try to remember it exactly, with
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the idea of later telling someone what you heard" (Brissey,
1964, p. 59).
Message of known high adequacy. -- The "model message"
that Brissey constructed and tested.

A copy of this "model

message" is included in Appendix A.
Minimum time delay and Unrestricted retransmission
condition. -- These were obtained by directing the subjects
to record the message immediately upon receiving it and by
allowing them the time they needed to reproduce the message
for the next person in the chain.
Oral channel. -- The "model message" was read onto a
tape by the experimenter, and during the experiment, was
played back to serve as the stimulus message for the first
person in the chain.

The "oral" quality of the message was

maintained by having the first person in the chain then
record his attempt to duplicate the message which was used
as the stimulus message for the second person in the chain,
and so on.
Written channel. -- The "model message" was type
written and served as the stimulus message for the first
person in the chain.

After reading the message, he wrote his

reproduction in longhand which served as the stimulus message
for the second person, who wrote his reproduction in longhand,
and so on along the chain.
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Methods and Procedures
In this section, the subjects, measurement tool,
procedures, and statistics involved in the experimental
analysis will be discussed.
Subjects
The subjects that were used in this experiment were
University of Montana 1970 Summer School students (N=62),
Participation in the experiment was a course requirement in
three classes!

Communication 111, an introduction to public

speaking; Business Administration 362, an upper-division
course in consumer behaviors and Business Administration 342,
an upper-division course in human relations.
eight volunteers were subjects.
females.

In addition,

There were 41 males and 21

The mean age of the subjects was 25.

There were

21 different major fields represented, although half of the
subjects were majoring in the School of Business Administration,
Since all of the subjects were college students, they
could probably be assumed to have above-average reading
ability and intelligence.

These factors may have made them

capable of functioning better with the written channel than
other, less educated, subjects (Day and Beach, 1950),
The number of subjects available provided a total of
31 subjects under the oral condition and 31 under the written.
This meant that one more subject was in the first position in
the chain than was in the second, third, fourth, fifth, and
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sixth,

12 subjects were the first person in the chain (6

used oral channels, 6 used written);

10 subjects represented

each of the other five positions in the chain (5 subjects
each for the oral and written channels).
Measurement Tool
The pegboard-matrix designed and used by Brissey (1964)
was employed to measure effectiveness of communication in this
experiment.

As Brissey indicated;

Briefly, the procedure requires subjects to communi
cate about a display which is arranged by placing
pegs in selected areas of a simple pegboard apparatus.
The effectiveness of communication is evaluated in
terms of the receiver's reproduction of the display
on the basis of the information conveyed by the
transmitter (Brissey, 1964, p. 58),
The pegboard forms a matrix with 16 holes on a side (for a
total of 256 holes in the pegboard).

There are 73 holes in

the display that the receiver is supposed to fill in on the
basis of information that he receives from the subject ahead
of him in the chain.
Procedures
The actual experimental procedures employed in this
study are discussed in this section.

Subjects signed up for

a specific time period for the experiment in advance; they
were then randomized into two groups, half for oral channels
and half for written channels.

Subjects participated in the

laboratory one at a time; the approximate average time taken
by each subject was 20-25 minutes.
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Upon his arrival for the experiment, preliminary data
was obtained from each subject.

His name, age, sex, major,

and the course in which he was enrolled that had required
his participation in the experiment were noted.

Subjects

had been told it was a communication experiment, but had not
been told the purpose of the study.

The instructions for

the experiment along with the model message had been pre
viously recorded with a Wollensak cassette-type tape recorder
by the experimenter.

The directions to the subjects which

can be found in Appendix B, were for the most part taken
from those used by Brissey (1964, p, 59),
After the initial directions, subjects were presented
a message.

The first subjects in the chain were presented

the model message (Appendix A); other subjects were given
the reproduction of the subject ahead of them in the chain.
The messages were either tape-recorded or written, depending
upon which experimental group each subject was in.

After

the message was presented, additional directions were given,
and the subjects who had been randomized into groups using
oral channels were handed the microphone of the tape-recorder.
They taped their reproductions of the message.

Those using

written channels, were handed a pad of paper and a pen;
they wrote their reproductions in longhand.
script was reviewed by the experimenter.

Each tape or

There appeared to

be no instances of lack of clarity or legibility in the
reproductions.

After each subject finished his reproduction,
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additional instructions were given, and the subject attempted
to fill out the design by placing pegs in the correct holes in
the pegboard.

As a peg was pushed into a hole, it was pushed

through a paper score sheet and punched out a record of where
pegs had been placed.

When the subject indicated that he was

finished, the score sheet (which was not visible to the sub
ject) was examined and the subject was scored for completion
and discrimination at the S-signal condition.

If at this

point, all of the correct holes had not been filled in, the
subject was asked to continue placing pegs in the board,
attempting to fill in the design, until he was asked to stop.
Subjects then continued to place holes in the board until they
had pegs in all the holes that constituted the design.

It

unfortunately became necessary for the experimenter again to
encourage almost all subjects who did not have the design
filled in at the S-signal condition to continue placing pegs
in the board.

Many subjects demonstrated considerable anxiety

at being asked to do this? some refused to place any more pegs
in the board, but eventually politely did so after they were
urged to by the experimenter.

When all the holes in the design

had been filled in, the subjects were each thanked and asked
not to discuss the experiment until it had been completed and
discussed in their respective classes.

Discrimination scores

were then noted at the E-signal condition.
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Statistical Analysis
For purposes of statistical analysis, the subjects
were divided into 12 independent groups} these groups were
formed by taking the 6 places in the serial reproduction
chains under both the oral and written conditions.

For some

of the statistical analyses, various combinations of these
12 groups were pooled together.

The pooling was done so that

thirds and halves of the serial reproduction chains could be
compared and so that oral and written channels could be com
pared at combinations of positions (links) in the chain.
Comparisons were made with regard to "completion" and
"discrimination" between oral and written channels by com
paring the rankings of subjects (1) in the entire chain,
(2) in each third of the chain, e.g., the rankings of sub
jects filling the first two positions in the chain who used
oral channels were compared with those who used written
channels, thus comparing the oral and written channels for
the first third of the chain, (3) in both halves of the
chains, and (4) in each position (link) in the chain.

Com

parisons were also made among the various positions (links)
in the serial reproduction chains.

These comparisons

were

made among subjects under both channel conditions and under
a condition in which all subjects, regardless of channel,
were considered.

These comparisons included an analysis of

variance among all six levels of chains, a comparison of
every position with every other position in the chain, a
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comparison of each third of the chain with the other thirds in
the chain, an analysis of variance among the three thirds of
the chain, and a comparison of the halves of the chain with one
another,
Non-parametric statistics were used throughout the
study because it was believed that the data from the peg
board was at the ordinal level.

The Mann-Whitney U test was

used to test comparisons between two groups (or combinations
of the smaller 12 groups that when combined formed two large
groups) because it is a non-parametric t test and is used
when two independent samples are comparedj the Mann-Whitney
U test is favored over the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, also used
to compare two independent samples, because the power efficiency
is slightly better except with very small samples (Siegel,
1956, pp. 116-127),

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of

variance was used to test for a significant difference among
the six levels in the serial reproduction chains because k
independent samples were being compared (Siegel, 1956, pp.
184-183).

Like the analysis performed by Brissey, the ,05

level of significance was used for comparisons involving
the Mann-Whitney U test.

The ,10 level of significance was

used with the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.
The ,05 level was chosen for the individual comparisons due
to the large number of them.
one-tailed tests were used.
used.

When a direction was predicted,
Otherwise, two-tailed tests were
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Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to state the problem
that was investigated in this experiment concerning oral and
written channels and the serial reproduction of information,
to describe the importance of the problem, to review relevant
literature, to present the research hypotheses and definitions,
and to describe the methods and procedures used in the experi
ment.

In Chapter II, the results of the experiment will be

described in detail, and Chapter III will be devoted to a
discussion of conclusions, implications, and suggestions for
future research, as well as a summary of Chapters I and II.

CHAPTER II
RESULTS
This chapter contains the results of the experiment
comparing serial reproduction of information through oral
and written channels.

The organization of the chapter follows

the general research areas with which the hypotheses were
concerned.

The first two sections of the chapter deal with

the comparisons of oral and written channels in terms of com
pletion and discrimination shown in task performance.

Com

pletion and discrimination were measured by subjects' display
reproductions on a pegboard.

Completion was a ratio of the

number of pegs placed in the display to the total number of
holes in the display.

Discrimination was a ratio of pegs

placed in the display to the total number of holes in the
pegboard.

Completion and discrimination scores were both

taken after the subject indicated that he had finished the
task (the S-signal condition) and after the experimenter
indicated to the subject that he had actually finished the
task (the E-signal condition).

The third, fourth, and fifth

sections of the chapter detail the results regarding the
differences on completion and the two discrimination measure
ments among the different levels in the serial reproduction
chains.

The sixth section deals with the results between
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groups that were formed by pooling, or collapsing, the twelve
smaller experimental groups (six groups, or levels in the
chain, used oral channels in the experiment and six used
written channels).
The Interaction of Oral and Written Channels
and Effectiveness of Communication
Table 1 summarizes the results of the main comparison
of oral and written channels on completion and both discrim
ination measurements.

Overall scores of subjects using oral

and written channels in the serial reproduction experiment
were compared by making Mann-Whitney U tests.

This analysis

was made in view of the first two hypotheses which werei
Under conditions designed to result in minimum infor
mation loss in the serial reproduction of information
and from a comparison of six-pscson chains j
(1) Chains using oral channels will score significantly
higher on a measurement of the completion of a given
task than will chains using written channels,,
(2) Chains using written channels will score signif
icantly higher on measurements (at both the S and E
signal conditions) of the discrimination shown in
performing a given task than will chains using oral
channels.
As Table 1 indicates, there were no significant differences
between the total scores of subjects using oral channels and
those using written channels under any of the conditions,
completion or discrimination.
ported.

The

pared to the

The hypotheses were not sup

scores of all subjects using oral channels com
scores of all subjects using written channels re

sulted in z values of .42 (p>,33),

.61 (p>,54),

.02 (p>,98);
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TABLE 1
MEDIAN COMPLETION AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON OF ALL GROUPS USING ORAL
AND WRITTEN CHANNELS IN SERIAL REPRODUCTION

Channels Used *
Oral

Written

z values

p levels

S-signal
Completion

.86

.67

.42

>.33a

S-signal
Discrimination

.88

.91

,61

N.S.b

E-signal
Discrimination

.37

.41

.02

N.S,b

az2rl.60 is required for significance at the .05 level
(one-tailed test) for the comparison on task completion.
bAlthough the median values are slightly higher for
the discrimination scores of groups using written channels, the
sum of the ranks slightly favored the scores of groups using
oral channels.
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for completion, S-signal discrimination, and E-signal dis
crimination respectively.
In order to investigate differences in the effective
ness of the two channels at various levels in the serial repro
duction chain, additional comparisons were made between the
two channels using the Mann-Whitney U test to determine sig
nificance.

The results of these tests are summarized in

Tables 2, 3, and 4.
The Interaction of Oral and Wtitten Channels
and Completion of Task
Table 2 indicates the comparisons of task completion
ratios obtained by subjects using oral and written channels.
Comparisons were made using the entire chain, the first
third ofthe chain, the middle
first half, the

third, the last third, the

last half, the first level, the second level,

the third level, the fourth level, the fifth level, and the
sixth level.

Using the .05 level of significance for a one

tailed test (since the first hypothesis predicted a direction)
there were no significant differences found between the scores
of subjects using oral and written channels with any of these
comparisons.
The Interaction of Oral and Written Channels
and Discrimination Shown in Task Performance
The results of the comparison of subject scores on
discrimination ratios at the various levels are given in
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TABLE 2
MEDIAN COMPLETION VALUES AND THE RESULTS OF THE
COMPARISON OF ORAL AND WRITTEN CHANNELS
IN SERIAL REPRODUCTION
Q

Subjects compared*

Channels used:

z values*

p levels*

Oral

Written

Entire chain

.86

.67

.42

>.33

First three

.93

.82

.43

>,33

Last three

.32

.42

.33

>.37

First two

.93

.81

1.03

>.15

Middle two

.66

.86

.49

>.31

Last two

.24

.29

.19

>.42

First person

.97

.93

.72

>.23

Second person

.60

.40

.73

>.23

Third person

.55

.90

.52

>.30

Fourth person

.77

.85

.00

>.50

Fifth person

.19

.21

.42

>.34

Sixth person

.29

.36

.31

>.37

a z > 1 . 6 0 is required for significance at the .05
level for a one-tailed test.
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TABLE 3
MEDIAN S-SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON OF ORAL AND
WRITTEN CHANNELS IN
SERIAL REPRODUCTION

Subjects compared!

Channels used:
Oral

z valuess

p levels

N.S.b

N.S.

Written

.93

.90

N.S.b

N.S.

Last three

.75

.57

N.S.b

N.S,

First two

.96

.89

N.S.b

N.S.

Middle two

.76

.94

N.S.b

N.S.

Last two

.90

.56

N.S.b

N.S.

First person

.99

.95

N. S ,b

N.S.

N.S.b

N.S.

N.S,b

N.S.

.57

Third person

.97

Fourth person

.70

.91

.84a

> .20

Fifth person

.97

.56

N,S.b

N.S.

Sixth person

.59

.57

N.S.b

N.S.

Second person

9

00

First three

o

•

00
00

.91

r"00

Entire chain

z > 1.60 was required for significance at the .05
level for a one-tailed test which was used when a direction
was predicted,

bThese comparisons went in the opposite direction
from that which was predicted.
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TABLE 4
MEDIAN E-SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE COMPARISON OF ORAL AND
WRITTEN CHANNELS IN
SERIAL REPRODUCTION

Subjects comparedt

Channels used:

z values*

p levels

Oral

Written

Entire chain

.37

.41

N.S.b

N.S.

First three

.87

.51

N.S ,b

N.S.

Last three

.30

.30

.79a

> .21

First two

.87

,66

N,S,b

N.S.

Middle two

.35

.47

N,S,b

N.S.

Last two

,30

.30

N.S.b

N.S,

First person

.99

.93

N.S.b

N.S.

Second person

.70

.31

N.S.b

N.S.

Third person

.42

.30

N.S.b

N.S.

Fourth person

.29

.53

1.36a

> .08

Fifth person

.32

.30

N.S ,b

N.S.

Sixth person

.28

.28

N.S.b

N.S.

z > 1 . 6 0 was required for significance at the ,05
level for a one-tailed test which was used when a direction
was predicted,

bThese comparisons went in the opposite direction
from that which was predicted.
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Tables 3 and 4,

Table 3 shows that there were no signifi

cant differences at the *05 level on subject discrimination
scores under the S-signal condition with respect to com
parisons at any level.

Table 4 provides comparable infor

mation about the comparisons made under the E-signal con
dition.

In most cases, the total rankings for the oral

condition were slightly higher than those for the written
condition (no significance), which was in the opposite
direction of that anticipated by Hypothesis 2,

In those

cases, a two-tailed test was used, and the probability levels
indicate no significant difference even in the cases where
the differences in the rankings are the greatest.
The Analysis of Variance Among the Completion
and Discrimination Ratios Obtained at Each
Level in the Serial Reproduction Chain
The third hypothesis was analyzed by a Kruskal-Wallis
one-way analysis of variance of the six levels in the serial
reproduction chain.

Hypothesis 3 statess

(3) There will be a significant difference among the
scores on task completion and task discrimination of
six people engaged in serial reproduction.
Table 5 summarizes the results of the analysis of variance.
The .10 level of confidence was used with analysis of vari
ance comparisons and the .05 for the Mann-Whitney U tests
in this study, just as Brissey (1964) did.

The lower confi

dence level (.05) was used with the Mann-Whitney U tests
due to the large number of individual comparisons required.
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TABLE 5
MEDIAN COMPLETION AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SIX
PEOPLE ENGAGED IN SERIAL REPRODUCTION

Oral Channel:
Condi tion

T

IT

Gre1.T
ITT
TV

S-signal
Completion

.97

.60

.55

S-signal
Discrimination

.99

.87

E-signal
Discrimination

.99

Condition

V

VI

H value

,77

,19

,29

9,77a

.87

,70

.97

.59

9.42a

.70

.42

.29

.32

.29

13,99a

I

IT

Group
III
IV

V

VI

S-signal
Competion

.93

.40

.89

.85

.22

.36

10,26a

S-signal
Discrimination

.95

.57

.97

.91

.56

.57

8.47

E-signal
Discrimination

.93

.31

.30

.53

.30

.29

21,45a

Written Channel

•
•

H value

All Subiects Combined*
Condition

I

II

Group
III
IV

V

VI

S-signal
Completion

.97

.80

.72

.81

.21

.30

11.62a

S-signal
Discrimination

.99

.72

,92

.73

.85

.58

13,56a

E-signal
Discrimination

.98

.53

.40

.37

.31

.29

23.40a

H value

H > 9.24 required for significance at the ,10 level.
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The hypothesis was partially supported and partially un
supported.

There was a statistically significant variance

across the six groups under the oral condition and when
subjects using oral channels and written channels were com
bined p<. 10, H > 9 , 2 4 required for significance); this differ
ence was found with regard to all three measurements: comple
tion ratios (H=9.77, 11,62), S-signal discrimination ratios
(H=9.42, 13,56), and E-signal discrimination ratios (H=13,99,
23,40),

With regard to subjects using the written channel,

however, there was a statistically significant variance on
completion (H=10,26) and E-signal discrimination (H=21,45),
but not on S-signal discrimination (H=8.47),
Comparison of Task Completion Ratio at Each
Level in the Serial Reproduction Chain
The fourth hypothesis states:
(4) There will be a decreasing score on a measure
ment of the completion of a given task for each of
the first four people in a chain, with a significant
difference between the first person and all others
and between the second person and the fourth; also,
the fifth person will score higher than the fourth.
The hypothesis was evaluated by making comparisons of the
levels in the chain using the Mann-Whitney U test.

Subjects

using oral channels were compared separately from those
using written channels.

The hypothesis was also tested

placing all subjects together, regardless of whether they
used the oral or written channel.
results.

Table

6

summarizes the
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TABLE 6
MEDIAN COMPLETION VALUES AND THE RESULTS OF THE
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF EACH LINK IN THE
SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS
Groups using oral channels:
Person
II (.60)
III (. 55) IV (.77)
I (.97)

1.64a

l,92a

.21

.31

.63

1.57

.00

.00

1.15

«■

.10

1.25

III (.55)

mm mm

IV (.77)

--

—

V (.19)

mm mm

—

mm

mm W

c hannels:
Groups using written <
Person
II (.40)
III (. 90) IV (.85)

II (.40)

—

2 ,74a

2.46a

aa> mm

2.37a

VI (. 29)

1.73a

II (.60)

I (.93)

V (.19)

.55
1.15

—

.31

V (.21)

VI (. 36)

5,48a

2,56a

1.9la ‘

1.15

1.36

.52

III (.90)

--

mm mm

,63

1.57

1.15

IV (.85)

--

—

—

1.46

.94

V (.21)

mm mm

--

m m mm

--

.10

V (.16)

VI (. 23)

All subiects combined s
Person
II (.40) III (. 55) IV (.65)
I (.95)
II (.40)
III (.55)
IV (.65)
V (.16)

2.91a

1.85a

2.57a

2.90a

3,20a

.72

.60

1.40

1.43

—

••<m

.45

1.29

l,74b

--

—

—

1.13

1.55

. . .

mm mm

mm mm

—

.00

£

Significant at .05 ( z > 1 . 6 0 required for one-tailed test).
^Although z > 1 . 6 0 ( not significant due to two-tailed test.
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The scores did not decrease through the first four
people.

In the case of subjects using oral channels, for

example, the median completion values were higher for the
fourth person (.77) than the third C.55) and the second (.60).
The second person scored lower than some of the succeeding
people under the written condition and under the condition
in which subject scores from the oral and written conditions
were combined.

Under all three conditions, however, the

scores of the fifth and sixth persons were lower than those
of the first four.
There was a statistically significant difference
( p c ,05) between the first person in the chain and all others,
except when the first person using the written channel was
compared to the third person; although in this instance, the
completion ratio for the first person was higher, it was not
statistically significant (z=r,55, z > 1 . 6 0 required for a
significant difference).
In none of the three conditionswhere subjects used
oral channels, written channels, or where all subjects were
combined, did the second person score significantly (p<.05)
higher than the fourth.
accepted.

This part of the hypothesis was not

Likewise, the fifth person scored lower than the

fourth under all three comparisons.

The last person, the

sixth, scored slightly higher than the fifth in each case,
however.
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There were no differences with respect to completion
scores significant at the ,05 level in comparisons not in
volving the first person in the chain.
Comparison of S-signal Piscriminarion
Ratios at Each Level in the Serial
Reproduction Chain
Table 7 summarizes the results of the comparisons made
between levels in the serial reproduction chain with regard
to S-signal discrimination.

Hypothesis 5 suggests that*

(5) The first person in the chain will have a signif
icantly higher score on task discrimination at the Ssignal condition than all the other people, and there
will be no significant difference in the scores of the
second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth persons.
Again, the hypothesis was not completely supported.
In the case where subjects used oral channels, the
first person in the chain scored significantly higher (p<.05,
z > l , 6 0 required for significance) than persons two (z=2 ,1 0 ),
three (z=1.73), four (z*=l,92), and six (z=2,56), but not
significantly higher than person five (z=,55).
person had a median score of ,97,

The fifth

As predicted, there were

no significant differences in the scores of the second, third,
fourth, fifth, and sixth persons.
In the case where subjects used written channels, the
first person scored significantly higher than the second
(z=2,0l) and fifth person (z=l,83), but not significantly
higher than the third (z=,18), fourth (z=,82), and sixth
persons (z«l,55).

Also contrary to the hypothesis, the
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TABLE 7
MEDIAN S-SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF EACH
LINK IN THE SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS
Groups using oral channels;
III (.87) IV (.70)
Person
II (.87)
I (.99)

2

II (.87)

.1 0 a
«• «*

III (.87)

—

V (.97)

•»

l,92a

.55

2.56a

.73

.31

.94

.62

1.25

.73

1.36

- -

.94

.31

--

- -

channels s
Groups usine: written <
III (.97) IV (.91)
II (.57)
Person
I (.95)

2

.0 1 a

II (.57)

—

III (.97)

—

IV (.91)
V (.56)

.18
1.98°

.82

mt mt

2 ,75a

II (.72)

--

III (.92)

--

IV (.73)
V (.85)
ct

1,25
1.89b

1.83a

VI (. 57)
1.55

.31

.73

.52

1.67

.63

1.36

.84

--

.84

V (.85)

VI (. 58)

mm mm

All subiects combinedi
II (.72)
III (.92) IV (.73)
Person
I (.99)

V (.56)

1.36

1.57

—

mm mm

VI (. 59)

1.73a

tm

IV (.70)

V (.97)

1.88a

l,65a

2.80a

.83

.45

.26

1,02

.76

1.70b

mm m

- -

.08

.87

--

--

--

.42

Significant at .05 (zs:1.60 required for one-tailed test).

^Although z>l,60, not significant due to two-tailed test.
Significant at .05 level (two-tailed test).
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third person scored significantly higher than the second
person (z=1.98, two-tailed test).
In the case where all subjects were used in the com
parisons, the first person scored significantly higher than
the second (z=2.75), fourth (z= 1 .8 8 ), fifth (z«l,65), and
sixth (z=2,80) persons, but not significantly higher than
the third (z**l,25),

There were no statistically significant

differences in comparisons not involving the first person
in the chain.
Comparison of E-signal Discrimination. Ratios at
Each Level in the Serial Reproduction Chains
Table
Hypothesis

6

8

summarizes the results of the testing of

which stated that*

(6 ) There will be a decreasing score on task dis
crimination at the E-signal condition through all six
people in the chain, and a significant difference be
tween the scores of the first person and all others*
the second person will score significantly higher than
- both the fourth and fifth. The third person will
score significantly higher than the fifth.
The hypothesis was not completely supported by the

data that,

were collected.
With respect to subjects using oral channels, there
was a generally decreasing score, but the median score of the
fourth person (.29) in the chain was slightly lower than that
of the fifth person (.32),

The first person scored signif

icantly higher (p<,05, z » 1 . 6 0 required for a significant
difference) than persons three (z=1.83)» four (z=2.37),
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TABLE 8
MEDIAN E-SIGNAL DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND THE
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF EACH
LINK IN THE SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS
Groups using oral channels:
II (.70)
Person
III (. 42) IV (. 29)
I (.99)

1.39

II (.70)

2.37a

1.83a
.98

1

.71a

VI (. 29)

V (.32)
2,19a

2

,56a

1,47

2

,2 0 °

III (.42)

--

--

.94

,84

1.57

IV (.29)

--

--

--

.63

1.15

V (.32)

—

--

1.15

channels s
Groups using written <
II (.31)
Person
III (. 30) IV (. 53)
I (.93)

1.92a

1.28

1.28

2,37a

1.36

.21

.42

1.04

l,78b

1.57

1.78b

--

.73

V (.31)

VI (. 29)

II (.31)

--

.73

III (.30)

--

--

IV (.53)

--

—

V (.30)

«•

--

--

•
All subiects combined •
Person
IT (.53) III (. 40) IV (. 37)
I (.99)
II (.53)
III (.40)
IV (.37)
V (.31)

2,72a
tm

2,47a

2.60a

.08

-—

VI (. 29)

V (.30)

.1 0 a
.52

3, 30a

3.49a

.16

1.02

1.92°

.30

1.02

3.67°

.76

2.23°

--

1.40

--

--

2

--

aSignificant at ,05 (? >. 1*60 required for one-tailed test).
Although 7 >1.60, not significant due to two-tailed te^t,
c
*

,

Significant at .05 level (two-tailed test).
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five (zs=2»19), and six (z=2.56), but not signi fi.cant.lv higher
than the second person (z=1.39) in the chain,

The second

person did score significantly higher than the fourth person
(z=l,7l) and the sixth person (z=2,20), but not significantly
higher than the fifth (z=l,47)»

The third person did not

score significantly higher than either the fifrh (7 -,84) or
the sixth person (z=l,57),

There were no other statistically

significant differences between groups.
With respect to subjects using written channels, the
decreasing E-signal discrimination ratios were not completely
consistent throughout all groups.

The median score of person

four (.53) was higher than that of persons two (.31) and
three (.30),

There was a significant difference (p<i.05,

z ^ 1.60 required for significance) between the scores of
person one and persons two (z=l,92), five (z=2»37), and six
(z= 2 .1 0 ), but no significant differences between person one
and persons three (z=1.28) and four (z=1.28).

The other

predicted differences did not occur.
When the subjects from both channels were considered
together, there was a consistently decreasing score on Esignal discrimination throughout all six groups.

The first

person in the chain scored significantly higher than all of
the others.

The other predicted differences did not occur,

but there was a statistically significant lower score for the
sixth person in the chain than for the second (z^l,92),
third (z=3,67), and fourth (z=2.23).
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Comparison of Oral and Written Channels by
Pooling Various Levels In the Serial
Reproduction Chain
In addition to the comparisons made among the six
levels in the chains, comparisons were made of the groups
formed by pooling the basic six positions into groups of two;
representing the first third, middle third, and last third of
the chain; and groups three, representing the first and last
half of the chain.

Comparisons were again made under the

three conditions; subjects using oral channels, subjects u s 
ing written channels, and all subjects combined,

A Kruskal-

Wallis one way analysis of variance was used to determine
whether or not there was an overall difference under the
three measurements (completion and S-signal and E-signal
discrimination) among the first, middle, and last third of
the serial reproduction chain,

Mann-Whitney U tests were

used to compare halves of the chain and to compare various
combinations of thirds of the chain.
The analysis of variance revealed significant differ
ences among the thirds of the chain as measured by task com
pletion ratios and E-signal discrimination ratios under all
channel conditions.

There were no significant differences

(p-c.10, H > 4 , 6 0 required for significance) under either
channel condition or the condition where all subjects were
examined when S-signal discrimination was tested.

The H

values for the oral, written, and combined channel conditions
were ,81, 3,12, and 4,21,

Table 9 summarizes the data obtained.
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TABLE 9
MEDIAN COMPLETION AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND
THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE
GROUPS FORMED BY POOLING PAIRS OF POSITIONS
IN THE SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS

Oral Channelt
Condition

First two

Groups
Middle two

Last two

H value

S-signal
Completion

.93

.66

,24

6.47a

S-signal
Discrimination

.96

.78

.90

.81

E-signal
Discrimination

.87

.35

.30

11.65a

Written Channel»
Condition

First two

Groups
Middle two

Last two

H value

S-signal
Completion

.81

.86

.29

6»04a

S-signal
Discrimination

.89

.94

.56

3,12

E-signal
Discrimination

.66

.47

.29

8.94a

Last two

H value

All Subiects Combined j
First two
Condition

Groups
Middle two

S-signal
Completion

,88

,81

.25

12,94a

S-signal
Discrimination

.90

,89

.69

4.21

E-signal
Discrimination

,86

.35

.29

16.65a

aH > 4 . 6 0 required for significance at the .10 level.
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The results of pooling combinations of tx^o levels of
the chain and comparing them with one another are summarized
in Table 10,

No significant differences were obtained with

comparisons under the S-signal discrimination condition.
Significant differences with respect to completion ratios
weres

The first third of the chain scored significantly

higher ( p < ,05, z >1.96 required for significance) than the
last third.

This occurred under all three channel conditions.

The z levels on these comparisons for the oral, written, and
combined channels respectively were 2,32, 2.36, and 3,27.
Also, the middle third scored significantly higher than the
last third when the subjects using each channel were com
bined (z=2.06),

Significant differences with respect to

E-signal discrimination were*

The first third scored higher

than the last third under all three channel conditions.
The z levels on these comparisons for the oral, written.,
and combined channels were 3,10, 1,97, and 3,63,

The first

third scored higher than the middle third with subjects
who used oral channels (z=2,57) and when all subjects were
considered (z=2.03).

The middle third scored higher than

the last third regarding subjects using written channels
(z=2,23) and when all subjects were considered (z=2,25).
Table 11 summarizes the findings of comparisons of
the first and last half of the serial reproduction chain.
There were statistically significant differences (p<c.05,
z 2 1,96 required for significance) under all channel
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conditions with respect to completion.

The z scores for

completion under the oral, written, and combined channel
conditions respectively were 2,10. ?.14, and

r^prp

were no significant differences under all channel conditions
with respect to S-signal discrimination.

Regarding E-signal

discrimination, there were significant differences when sub
jects used the oral channel (z=3,l9) and when the subjects
were all considered together (z=3,28).
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TABLE 10
MEDIAN COMPLETION AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND
THE RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF
GROUPS FORMED BY POOLING TWO POSITIONS IN
THE SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS

S-signal
Completion

S-signal
Discrimination

E-signal
Discrimination

Mid 2

Last 2

Mid 2

Last 2 Mid 2

2,32a

1.27

1.09

Last 2

Oral Channe;ls
First two

1.83

.39

Middle two

2.57a

3.10a
1,06

1.13

Written Chamnel s
First two

.11

Middle two

2.36a

.81

1.16

.28

.39

1.85

l,97a
2.23a

All Subiect.s Combined*
First two
Middle two

1.25

3.27a
2.06a

.49

1.46
1.22

2.03a

3.63a
2.25a

z ^ l , 9 6 required for significance at the ,05 level
(two-tailed test).
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TABLE 11
MEDIAN COMPLETION AND DISCRIMINATION VALUES AND
THE RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF
GROUPS FORMED BY POOLING TWO POSITIONS IN
THE SERIAL REPRODUCTION CHAINS

Oral Channels
z values

S-signal
Completion

.93

.32

2,10a

S-signal
Discrimination

.93

.75

1.50

E-signal
Discrimination

.30

3.19a

•

First three

00

Groups
Last three

Condition

Written Channels
Groups
Last three

z values

Condition

First three

S-signal
Completion

.83

.42

2.14a

S-signal
Discrimination

.90

.57

1.07

E-signal
Discrimination

.51

.30

1.58

All Subiects Combined:
First three

Groups
Last three

z values

S-signal
Completion

.86

.39

2.92a

S-signal
Discrimination

.91

.73

1.71

E-signal
Discrimination

.53

.30

3,28a

az i l . 9 6 required for significance at the .05 level
(two-tailed test)

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the entire study, discussion and conclu
sions from the findings, and a statement of implications and
suggestions for future research are included in this chapter.
Summary
Previous research has examined some of the character
istics of oral and written channels of communication and of
the problems of the serial reproduction of information.

The

purpose of this study was to examine the question as to
which channel, oral or written, would be the most effective
in terms of the fidelity of communication in the serial
reproduction of information.

Such an investigation was

believed to be important for four reasonst

(1) Serial

reproduction of information is a communication sub-system
that is common in business and industrial organizations and
is an important factor in rumor transmission.

The investi

gation of its interaction with oral and written channels
might provide heuristic data for future field studies that
would provide findings directly generalizable to organiza
tional settings and rumor control,

(2) The investigation

of oral and written channels under conditions of serial
reproduction, it was felt, would provide data concerning
59
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one area in which the differences between the two channels
could be more specifically delineated,

(3) It offered the

additional opportunity of replicating previous research
(Brissey, 1964) involving serial reproduction under con
ditions designed to reSult in minimum information loss,
(4)

In view of studies that had investigated serial repro

duction using both oral and written channels (Brissey,

1961?

Stadstad, 1969) but had not made a direct statistical rr,x=
parison between the two, such a comparison seemed to be the
next logical step in extending the research done in this
area,
Brissey*s first (1961) serial reproduction study
sought to determine whether or not the creation of a "rele
vance set" would allow7 the retention of important details in
a serial reproduction chain to remain fairly constant from
one person to the next,

Stadstad (1969) replicated Brissey’s

experiment using oral channels instead of written,
obtained results similar to those of Brissey,

Stadstad

Like Brissey,

he concluded that the introduction of a "relevance set" was
one way of improving the accuracy of communication in serial
reproduction experiments,

A related concern would seem to

be whether or not, under otherwise similar conditions, one
of the two channels, oral or written, might, be more effec
tive,

In a second study (1964), Brissey developed an exper

imental technique for studying communication variables in the
laboratory and conducted an experiment involving serial
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reproduction.

His experimental technique involved the use

of a pegboard with a matrix of sixteen holes on a side (256
holes in the entire square).

The effectiveness of commun

ication could be measured according to how successfully sub
jects filled in a particular design by placing pegs in the
board according to instructions.

More specifically, Brissey

measured "completion,'' a ratio of pegs placed in the holes
constituting the correct design to the number of holes in
the design, and "discrimination,” a ratio of pegs placed
correctly in the design to the total number of holes in the
matrix.

His serial reproduction experiment was designed to

measure the effectiveness of communication under the follow
ing conditions s
. . . (a) the use of an initial message of known
high adequacy, (b) a common relevance-set for all
participants, (c) a common message-set for all
participants, (d) minimum time delay between re
ceiving a message and re-transmitting its infor
mation, and (e) a relatively unrestricted re
transmission condition.
It was hypothesized that
under these conditions, and for the specific ex
perimental procedures employed, all the members
of a five-position chain would be equally wellinformed (Brissey, 1964, p. 58).
Subjects were tested twice for "discrimination,'' after the
subject

indicated that he had completed the design according

to the

message (the S-signal condition) and after the exper

imenter informed him that he had actually completed putting
pegs in all the holes that were in the design (the E-signal
condition).

Generally speaking, Brissey's conclusions were

that under conditions in which task completion was left up
to receivers (termed the S-signal condition), task "completion*
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would decrease through the first four links in a serial repro
duction chain and task "discrimination" would remain fairly
constant after the first person i n vthe chain (who would
achieve a higher "discrimination" s c o r e

th° others).

Also, under conditions in which task completion is a function
of a requirement by the source of the message (termed the Esignal condition), "discrimination" would progressively de
cline through all the links in the chain.

Finally, due to

an increase from the fourth to the fifth person in the chain
on "completion" scores, Brissey speculated that when the
adequacy of the message is low, task "completion" is maximized
at the expense of task "discrimination."

The procedures from

Brissey's (1964) study in which oral channels were used, were
replicated in the present experiment under conditions in
which subjects received messages through oral channels and
through written channels.

In order to predict the results

of comparing the two channels under conditions of serial
reproduction, past research in which oral and written
channels were compared was reviewed.
Comparisons between oral and written channels have
often yielded contradictory results, an indication that there
are variables interacting with the two channels that affect
whether the one or the other will yield the most complete
and accurate communication in a given situation.

In an

early study, Carver suggested that "recognition, verbatim
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recall, and suggestibility" favor listening and that "crit
ical attitudes and discrimination" favor reading (Cantril
and Allport, 1935, p. 159),

Further explanation of the

important constructs involved was provided by Day and Beach
(1950) in a review of the literature on comparisons between
the aural and visual modalities.

In 1954, Dahle reported a

study in which oral and written channels were compared in a
field study in business, industry, and education,

He reported

that the oral method was more effective than the written.
This effect was probably influenced by the lack of control
over whether or not the subjects actually read the written
messages, but the method was probably valid because that
lack of control probably exists in actual organizational
situations,

Horowitz and his colleagues have reported a

number of studies on writing and speaking, listening and
reading (Horowitz and Newman, 1964} Horowitz and Berkowitz,
1964; Horowitz and Berkowitz, 1967; and Horowitz, 1968),
The conclusions from this research indicated that the oral
channel produced more material and fewer omissions than the
written channel unless the message was lexically and syn
tactically complex.

On the other hand, the written channel

produced fewer distortions,

Hsia (1968) investigated the

effectiveness of audio (A), visual (V), and audio-visual (AV)
presentations.

He suggested that previous contradictory

findings on the relative effectiveness of A, V, and AV
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channels ", , « are perhaps attributable in large part to
the failure to differentiate error (error of projection) and
equivocation (error of omission) (p. 327).

Hsia found that

A was superior to V in communication efficiency (a ratio of
recalled information over input), and V was superior to A in
terms of communication dependability (a ratio of recalled
information over output information).

An operational analogue

to Hsia's formulations of "communication efficiency" and
"communication dependability" can be found in Brissey*s use
of the pegboard matrix to describe task "completion" and
"discrimination" respectively.

In Hsia’s terminology,

"efficiency" would be the ratio of pegs placed correctly in
the design to the number of holes in the entire design
(which ratio Brissey termed "completion"), and "dependability"
would be a ratio of the number of those pegs placed correctly
in the design to the number of all the pegs that were placed
in the pegboard (which Brissey termed "discrimination").
Based on this research the use of oral channels might be
expected to result in more effective "completion" and the
use of written channels might be expected to result in more
effective "discrimination,"
The hypotheses for this study were*
Under conditions designed to result in minimum infor
mation loss in the serial reproduction of information
and from a comparison of six-person chains:
(l) Chains using oral channels will score significantly
higher on a measurement of the completion of a given
task than will chains using written channels.
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(2) Chains using written channels will score signif
icantly higher on measurements (at both the S and E
signal conditions) of the discrimination shown in
performing a given task than will chains using oral
channels,
(3) There will be a significant difference among the
scores on task completion and among the scores on
task discrimination of six people engaged in serial
reproduction.
(4) There will be a decreasing score on a measurement
of the completion of a given task for each of the
first four people in a chain with a significant differ
ence between the first person and all others and
between the second person and the fourth; also, the
fifth person will score higher than the fourth.
(5) The first person in the chain will have a signif
icantly higher score on task discrimination at the
S-signal condition than all the other people, and
there will be no significant difference in the scores
of the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth
persons.
(6) There will be a decreasing score on task discrim
ination at the E-signal condition through all six
people in the chain and a significant difference
between the scores of the first person and all others;
the second person will score significantly higher
than both the fourth and fifth. The third person
will score significantly higher than the fifth.
The first two hypotheses of the study were based primarily
on the findings of Horowitz and Berkowitz (1967), Horowitz
(1968), and Hsia (1968).

Hypotheses 3, 4, 5, and 6 were

based on the research of Brissey (1964),
Subjects for the experiment were University of Montana
1970 Summer School students (N=62).

The number of subjects

available provided a total of 31 subjects who used oral
channels and 31 who used written channels.
were used in six-person chains.

These subjects

Thus, there were 6 subjects
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representing the first person in the chain under both channel
conditions and 5 subjects representing the second, third,
fourth, fifth, and sixth persons in the chain under both
channel conditions.

Subjects participated in the experiment

one at a time and were randomized into two categories, one
for the oral condition and one for the written condition.
Directions were tape-recorded.
In order to fulfill the conditions of "minimum infor
mation loss" as had been specified by Brissey (1964), the
subjects were presented a relevance set and a message set.
That is, they were told that the message that they would
listen to (or read) would contain information describing
the design on the pegboard that they were to fill out by
placing pegs in designated holes, and they were told that
they would have to repeat what they heard (or read).
The conditions of "minimum information loss" as
specified by Brissey also required the use of a "model
message" (1964, p. 21) that had been pre-tested and shown
to have "high adequacy" in communicating information about
the desired design.

Also, the subjects (representing all

six positions in the chain) were directed to record (or
write) the message immediately upon receiving it and they
were allowed the time they needed to reproduce the message
for the next, person in the chain.

The oral channel used

in the experiment was created by the experimenter recording
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the "model message," and during the experiment, playing it
back to serve as the stimulus message for the first person
in the chain.

The first person in the chain then recorded

his attempt to duplicate the message which was later used
as the stimulus message for the second person in the chain,
and so on.

The written channel consisted of the "model

message" in typewritten form and reproductions in longhand
by each subject in the chain.

After each subject had re

corded his reproduction of the message (either on tape or in
writing), he was asked to fill out the arrangement that had
been described in the message.

As a peg was ptished into a

hole in the pegboard, it was pushed through a paper score
sheet and punched out a record of where pegs had been placed.
When the subject indicated that he was finished (the S-signal
condition), the score sheet was examined and the subject was
scored for "completion" and "discrimination."

If, at this

point, all of the correct holes had not been filled in, the
subject was told to continue placing pegs in the board, try
ing to fill in the correct design, until the experimenter
asked him to stop (the E-signal condition).

"Discrimination"

scores were again taken at this point.
For purposes of statistical analysis, the subjects
were divided into 12 independent groups.

These groups were

formed by using the 6 positions in the serial reproduction
chains for both the oral and written channel conditions.
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For some of the analyses, various combinations of these 12
groups were pooled together.

The Mann-Whitney U test was

used to test comparisons made between two groups, or combin
ations of the smaller groups that, when combined, formed two
large groups.

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of vari

ance was used to test for a significant difference when more
than two groups were compared, i.e., when all six positions
in the chain were compared and when the smaller groups were
paired so that thirds of the serial reproduction chain could
be compared.

The ,10 significance level was chosen for

analysis of variance comparisons and the ,05 level for com
parisons between two groups.

The more stringent level was

chosen for the comparisons made with the Mann-Whitney U
test due to the large number of comparisons that were made
with this test.

Comparisons were made with regard to ’’com

pletion" and "discrimination" between oral and written chan
nels by comparing the rankings of subjects in the entire
chain (all subjects using oral channels were compared to
all subjects using written channels, in other words), in
each third of the chain, in each half of the chain, and in
each position in the chain.

In addition, various levels in

the chains were compared against each other.

These compar

isons were made among subjects under both channel conditions
and under a condition in which all subjects, regardless of
channel, were considered.

These comparisons included an
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analysis of variance among all six levels in the chain, a
comparison of every position with every other position in
the chain, a comparison of each third of the chain with the
other thirds in the chain, an analysis of variance among the
three thirds of the chain, and a comparison of the halves
of the chain with one another.

The results are summarized

by the conclusions presented below.

None of the hypotheses

were completely supported from the data,
Conclusions
The following conelusions regarding the hypotheses
are suggested by the data?
(1) There were no significant differences (p<.05)
between scores of subjects using oral channels and subjects
using written channels on task "completion."

This finding

held for all comparisons made between the two channels,
regardless of whether the entire chain was compared, half
of it was compared, or single positions were compared.

It

was expected that subjects using oral channels would score
higher on "completion" than subjects using written channels,
due to previous findings (Horowitz, 1968 5 Hsia, 1.968) that
subjects using written channels had more omissions in their
reproductions than subjects using oral channels.

This,

however, was not the case.
(2) There were no significant differences (p-^.OS)
between the "discrimination" scores of subjects using oral
channels and subjects using written channels.

This was true
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with respect to all the comparisons between the two types of
channels.

These results were revealed although they had not

been expected due to previous research (Horowitz, 1968; Hsia,
1968) that showed more distortion and error in the messages
of subjects using oral channels than in the messages of
subjects using written channels,
(3) There was no significant difference ( pc.10) among
the scores on S-signal "discrimination" of the six positions
in the serial reproduction chains using written channels.
There were significant differences, however, among scores on
"completion" and E-signal "discrimination" of the positions
in the chains using written channels, and there were signif
icant differences on all measurements among the positions on
six-person chains using oral channels and among the groups
formed by combining- subjects^regardless of channel.

This

finding is consistent with that of Brissey (1964) who noticed
significant differences on completion, S-signal discrimination,
and E-signal discrimination for five-person chains using
oral channels,
(4) Unlike Brissey's (1964) findings, the completion
scores did not decrease through the first four people in the
chain and then increase with the fifth person.

Under all

channel conditions, the fourth person scored higher than the
fifth person and there were some positions in which a score
was higher than that of a previous position.

Generally, the

first person in the chain had a significantly higher ( pc.05)
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score than all the succeeding people; this was not true in
a comparison of the first person and the third person using
written channels.

There were no significant differences

(p<,05) between positions in comparisons not involving
the first person in the chain with respect to completion
scores,
(5) The findings on S-signal discrimination also
differed somewhat from those of Brissey.

Generally, the

first person scored significantly higher than the other
people in the chains; out of 15 comparisons involving all
channel conditions there were 5 cases in which this did
not hold true, one each for the oral channel condition
and the condition where scores from all subjects were com
bined, and three under the written channel condition.

Con

sistent with Brissey's research, under conditions in which
oral channels were used and in which all the subjects'
scores were considered, there were no significant differ
ences on S-signal discrimination scores after the first
person in the chain.

This was not true, however, when

subjects used written channels; the third person in the
chain scored significantly higher than the second person
(p^.05, two-tailed test).
(6 ) When all subjects from both channel conditions
were combined, Brissey's findings and the hypothesis regard
ing a decreasing score on the E-signal discrimination measure
ment were supported; there were occasional reversals, however,
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when the scores of people using either the oral or the written
channel were considered alone.

Likewise, when all subjects

were considered, the first person in the chains scored signif
icantly (p-c.05) higher than the persons in any of the other
positions; when the scores from subjects using either oral
channels or written channels were considered alone, there
were exceptions.

There were no statistically significant

differences between the E-signal discrimination scores after
the first person in the chain on scores from subjects using
the written channel.

When the scores from both channels were

combined, the sixth person in the chain had a statistically
significant lower (worse) E-signal discrimination score than
the second, third, and fourth.

For subjects using oral chan

nels, person two scored significantly higher than person four,
as predicted, and also significantly higher than person six,
but not significantly higher than person five.
Conclusions other than those regarding the hypotheses
are these*
(7)

An analysis of variance revealed an overall sig

nificant difference ( p ^ . 1 0 ) among the thirds of the chain
as measured by task completion ratios and E-signal discrim
ination ratios, regardless of channel.

There was no over

all significant difference, however, in S-signal discrimin
ation among the thirds of the chain, under any of the
channel conditions.
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(8) When the differences revealed by the analysis
of variance on completion and E-signal discrimination were
examined by comparing the various combinations of thirds
of the chains, these combinations were found to be signifi
cantly different*

Regarding completion, the first third

and middle third scored higher than the last third, regard
less of the channel condition.

Regarding E-signal discrim

ination, under all of the channel conditions, the first
third scored higher than the last third? also, the first
third scored higher than the middle third which scored
higher than the last third, except with subjects who used
written channels,
(9) When h a l v e s

o f the serial reproduction chain

were compared, regardless of channel, there were statis
tically significant ( p <,05) differences on completion
and no significant differences on S-signal discrimination.
There was a significant difference on E-signal discrimin
ation using scores from subjects that used oral channels
and when all subjects* scores were considered, but no
significant difference using scores from subjects who
used written channels.

In each case in which a difference

was revealed, the first half of the chain scored signifi
cantly higher than the last half.
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Implications
Hsia indicated that studies demonstrating a superior
ity of one channel over another in terms of recalled infor
mation probably failed to differentiate between two types
error (1968, p.

341),

of

In the present study, as has been

indicated, the distinction was made, but the hypotheses were
not verified.

There are a number of possible explanations

for this finding.

The experimental conditions designed to

result in "minimum information loss" may be a factor.

Pre

vious experiments that noticed a superiority of oral channels
in terms of less omission and a superiority of written chan
nels in terms of less distortion may differ from the present
one in terms of important variables that research in the
area has yet to

isolate. The fact that the present experi

ment compared channels in a serial reproduction situation
rather than in a situation in which a message is reproduced
by just one person, may account for a difference in this and
previous experiments.

This interpretation is probably not

entirely valid, however, since the predicted results were
not found even after comparisons at the first level in the
serial reproduction chain,

A more likely explanation seems

to lie in the area of differentiating between communication
effectiveness as measured by an analysis of a. message repro
duction and as measured by an analysis of behavior on a task
described by a message.

Both are tests of communication

effectiveness, but an advantage of observing behavior on
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a task described by a particular message might be that it
taps a higher cognitive level than does recall,

In some

cases, in which an individual in a serial reproduction chain
improved on the score of the individual ahead of him in the
chain, for example, he did so although reproducing a nearly
identical message.

It may be that he was able to make

"sense" out of the "words" in some instances in which the
person ahead of him could not.

In the same way, it may be

a mistake to define "communication effectiveness" in terms
of a receiver's ability to reproduce part or all of a message
instead of trying to measure in some way the receiver's
actual "understanding" of the message by analyzing a receiv
er's behavior on a given task.

When the latter is done, it

appears that there is no significant difference in repro
ducing information in oral or written channels.

Further

research could help to make clear the differences in mea
suring communication effectiveness by the two different
methods,
Another implication of the present experiment is that
written channels may interact differently with the serial
reproduction process than do oral channels,

A replication

of this research would clarify whether or not the differences
found here are generalizable beyond this study.

It appears,

however, on the basis of these results that there is no
significant difference among subjects on S-signal
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discrimination scores for a six-person chain using written
channels, whereas in both the present study and the one by
Brissey (1964) there was a significant difference among the
positions of the chain using this

measurement of communica

tion effectiveness when oral channels were examined*

This

finding is consistent with the research that showed less
distortion in the written channel.

It. may be that, the less

distortion in messages permits no statistical difference on
discrimination among the positions in the serial reproduction
chain.

The written serial reproduction chains also differed

from the oral in that the first person was not significantly
higher on completion scores than the third person, there
were more instances of the first person in the chain not
being significantly higher than the other positions on
S-signal discrimination, and the third person in the chain
scored significantly higher than the second.

These conclu

sions, which were obtained by comparing relatively small
numbers of subjects obviously need further testing before
they can be generalized beyond the present experiment.
A third implication of this study is that task com
pletion resulting from a message gradually decreases as the
message is passed through a chain.

In Brissey*s research,

the median score for the fifth person in the chain was higher
than that for the fourth person.

He suggested that*
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Although the increase for Group V over Group TV is
not statistically significant, there is reason to
suggest, that this observation may be more than
merely chance fluctuation.
As message adequacy decreases the receiver’s uncer
tainty with respect to locating the display presum
ably increases.
The particular conditions of the
display task allow an uncertain receiver to increase
his completion score at the cost of lowered discrim
ination by simply placing more pegs in the matrix.
The messages provided by the Group TV transmitters
may have induced sufficient levels of uncertainty,
for some Group V receivers to lead them to risk an
increase in errors for the sake of completion (p. 67),
This explanation is probably inadequate in light of the evi
dence from the present experiment in which the fifth and
sixth persons in the chain had lower completion scores than
the other persons under all of the channel conditions.

The

increase in the completion ratio for the fifth position was
probably due to chance fluctuation.

Other evidence for a

description of completion ratios as gradually decreasing in
a serial reproduction chain is the significantly higher scores
for the first third of the chains over the last third and the
first half over the last half,
A fourth implication of this experiment is that under
conditions designed to result in minimum information loss
and in which receivers terminate the task at their discretion,
a consistently high level of task discrimination is maintained.
This conclusion is generally supported by the fact that there
was no significant difference in S-signal discrimination
scores for the analysis of variance of the thirds of the chain
under all three channel conditions, by Brissey's data which
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showed no significant difference after the first person in
the chain, and by the data on individual positions in the
chain taken under the oral channel condition and the condi
tion where all subjects were used, in the present study.
If these "minimum information loss" conditions can be repli
cated in the organizational setting they might help to insure
high levels of "discriminating" task performance among mem
bers of an organization even when they receive messages
through serial reproduction chains.
Finally, task discrimination is minimized and de
creases through the serial reproduction chain when the
source of the message requires a certain level of task
completion on the part of the receiver of the message.

This

is indicated by the decreasing E-discrimination scores in
Brissey*s study and in the present one; in the chain where
all subjects were compared, the sixth person in the chain
scored significantly lower than the first, second, third,
and fourth,

Brissey suggested that this may be a result of

requiring the completion of the task (1964, p. 71),

It could

also be the result of anxiety over the knowledge provided
under the experimental conditions that the receiver has not
yet completed the task.
Suggestions for Future Research
The following are research questions and possible
studies that are suggested by the present researchi
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(1) Is there an interaction of serial reproduction
with differences in channels?

In the present experiment,

this question was not answered due to the fact that there
was no difference in the communication effectiveness of the
two channels at the first position in the chain.

Where this

initial difference is found, the message might be reproduced
through several links of a chain using the different channels
to see whether or not the differences between the channels
are maximized or minimized by serial reproduction and to
what extent.
(2) What are the unique characteristics of the
written channel in serial reproduction?

Some possible charac

teristics were suggested in the implications section of this
chapter, but a replication of this experiment is needed in
order to provide external validity for these findings.
(3) Under conditions designed to result in ’’minimum
loss of information” will the S-signal discrimination ratio
maintain a consistently high level beyond the sixth link in
a chain?
(4) Are the conclusions of this study reproduceable
in business and industry?

Related questions are:

By what

methods would it be possible to distinguish between task
completion and discrimination in a field study?

What are the

effects of using specific typs of oral and written channels
in chain-of-command (or other serial reproduction) situations?
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(5) What is the correlation between the results of
analyses of message reproductions and task completion and
discrimination behavior, such as that measured by the pegboard?

Research along this line might involve an analysis

of the omission and distortion of messages according to the
method used by Horowitz and his colleagues and an attempt
to determine the correlation of th~*se scores w* rH «cores on
completion and discrimination as measured by Brissey's
apparatus.

Such correlations might be made under varying

conditions and with the use of various channels.

Another

study might be to determine differences in these correlations
at various points in serial reproduction chains,
(6 ) Oral and written channels in serial reproduction
might be compared under varying experimental conditions,
such as message factors, types of subjects, and types of
actions taken to maximize or minimize information loss,
(7) What would be the main constructs in an empiri
cally based model of serial reproduction?

This research

question suggests a review of the literature in the area
of serial reproduction and the construction of a paradigm
illustrating the relationships of constructs to one another
or the generation of principles for a theoretical framework,
A careful attempt to answer these questions and con
duct this research would aid the communication student in
more narrowly defining the concepts and principles of
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communication theories, in general, and of the serial repro
duction of information in particular.

The interpersonal

communication encounters that would be examined have obvious
applicability to important real-life communication situations.
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APPENDIX A
MODEL MESSAGE
The open holes on the board are arranged In a definite
pattern. This pattern is composed of two lines of squares.
One line of squares runs from the upper left-hand corner of
the board to the lower right hand corner. The squares in this
line are each three pegs-by-three pegs in size and include
the middle hole making nine pegs in each of the squares.
Arrange this sequence by first filling in a square exactly in
the upper left-hand corner of the board, three pegs-by-three
pegs in size. Then arrange four more of these three-by-three
squares so that they are corner to corner and run diagonally
across the board in a stairstep fashion. When you reach the
lower right-hand corner of the board you will find that there
is not enough room for a full three-by-three square, so the
fifth full square completes this sequence.
The other line of squares runs from the upper righthand to the lower left-hand corner of the board. All of
these squares are two pegs-by-two pegs in size. Begin this
sequence by first placing a two-by-two peg square exactly
in the upper right-hand corner of the board.
Arrange the
remaining two-by-two squares in this sequence so that they
are corner-to-corner and run diagonally across the board
from upper right to lower left in a stairstep fashion.
This line of two-by-two squares will cross the first
line of three-by-three squares in the center of the board
and give a somewhat different pattern at that point. Just
make sure the first line is made up of complete three-bythree squares and the second line is a complete sequence of
two-by-two squares and the pattern where they cross will
take care of itself.
When you have finished the two lines of squares will
form a large X pattern on the board. Remember - upper left
to lower right is a sequence of five three-by-three squares
arranged comer-to-corner; upper right to lower left is a
sequence of two-by-two squares also arranged c o m e r to corner,
(Brissey, 1964, p. 21),
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS
The directions to the subjects were for the most
part taken from those used by Brissey (1964, p. 59); brackets
indicate alternate phrases for the written serial reproduction
experiment.
Subjects were acquainted with the general nature of
the task and the apparatus as followsi
In this experiment you will have three tasks* (l) to
listen to t to read} a message giving instructions
for making an arrangement of pegs on this board; (2 )
to tell someone what you heard Cread I in the message;
and (3) to follow the message you will hear by plac
ing pegs in this board according to the instructions
given in the message.
Now the first thing you must do is learn how arrange
ments of pegs might be made in the board. The holes
in the board form a large square, 16 by 16 in size,
and, as you can see, by selecting pegs from this rack
a very large number of different arrangements might
be made by inserting pegs in different holes in the
board......................................... ..
Now we are ready for the first part of the experiment.
In the first part you are to listen to dread! a mes
sage describing in detail how to place the pegs in
the board in a particular arrangement. As you listen
to Cread 3 the message try to remember it exactly with
the idea of later telling someone what you heard
(read}.
After the message was presented, the following instructions
were given*
Now that you have heard Creadj the message, you are
to make a recording Cwrite a report! of what you
heard (read!. Try to pass on the information in as
close to its original form as possible, and, try to
pass on the information of the message so that some
one else, listening to Creading! your message, will
be abl£ to place pegs in the correct arrangement
without error.
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APPENDIX B -- Continued
This phrase was added to the instructions that Brissey used*
Speak as clearly (write as legibly} as possible,
After each subject finished his reproduction, these instruc
tions were given*
In this part you are to follow the directions in the
message you heard fread) by placing pegs in the
board-»in the arrangement described by the message
and with as few mistakes as possible. Try to place
pegs only in the holes described as being in the
arrangement? any peg placed outside the arrangement
is a mistake. Once you have placed a peg in a hole,
you must leave it and select a new peg for the next
hole. Remember, your task is to correctly fill out
the arrangement with as few mistakes as possible.
If at the S-signal condition, all the correct holes had not
been filled in, the subject was given these instructions
(which are additional to those of Brissey)*
At this point, the original design is not completely
filled in. Continue placing pegs in the board
until the assistant asks you to stop, Try to com
pletely fill in the arrangement that was described
in the message.
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APPENDIX C
DATA
Oral Channel
E-Disc
S-Disc
S-Comp

Written Channel
E-Dis<
S-Comp
S-Disc

First Person
.9583
.9452
.9855
.9315
.8784
.8904
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

.8571
.9865
.3460
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.
.8630
.8493
1.
.6712

1.
.9865
.9130
.6889
1.
.6622

1.
.9865
.8795
.4563
1.
.5573

Second Person
.3973
.4028
.9855
,9315
.1787
.9286
.3359
.6027
.8690
1.

.9865
.5328
.3318
.8690

.8082
,3973
.2329
.2877
.7945

.8806
.4085
.2464
.5676
.8923

.4171
.3120
.2852
.2897
.6577

Third Person
.8696
.5479
.9333
.9589
.8000
.0548
.5965
.4698
.9315
1.

.3782
.4294
.4244
.2874
.9605

1.
.1370
1.
.4247
.8904

1.
.4167
.9733
.9688
.9155

1.
.3029
.9733
,3029
.2944

-—.

Fourth Person
.5200
.5342
.7500
.7671
.2944
.8630
.7000
.0959
.9315
1.

.2863
.3303
.2980
.2944
.9733

.8630
.0685
.8493
.4247
1.

.9130
,5556
.6200
.9688
1.

.5252
.2955
.6239
.4195
1.

Fifth Person
.2368
.1233
.9589
.9211
.1918
1.
.1370
1.
.9733
1.

.2874
.3202
.3632
.3093
.9733

.0548
.1370
.7397
.4247
.2192

.2353
.5556
.7826
.9688
.2909

.2852
.2944
.4056
.5984
.3004

Sixth Person
.3651
.3151
.8750
.2877
.9286
.1781
.0685
.2632
,5887
.8630

.2897
.4078
.2852
.2885
.2885

.0458
.1370
1.
,3562
.4247

.4444
.5263
.9865
.5652
.5652

.2932
.2885
.9865
.2885
.2885

